Honorary Will Tap Pledges at Fete
Chi Alpha Pi, T.K.E. Merge As Latter
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Honoraries Will Tap Pledges at Fete
Chi Alpha Pi, T.K.E. Merge As Latter

Good Deal:
Pullman Chapter To Install

Weeks of organization culminated in the installation of the Pullman chapter of Chi Alpha Pi under the leadership of Robert B. C. Karr, president, and Evangel, secretary-treasurer. Initiation of this chapter was announced by William A. Schroeder, chairman of the committee on Chi Alpha Pi, last week. Installation of the chapter was made possible by the efforts of F. A. Rittner, president of the Pullman chapter of T.K.E. The Pullman chapter was chartered in May 1938 and is one of the newest chapters in the state. The installation of the chapter was held in the Pullman chapter of T.K.E.

Tender:
Angels To Sing At Tonight's Music Program

Numbers Include Music By: W. D. Christiansen, Carl Simmons, and H. B. Hunter


camera

CAMELING on the campus gives us a thud and Spurs, as they present the colorful May pole dance which is a traditional part of all the university's May Fete festivities Saturday afternoon. The dance will be followed by the tableaux and hands

Taspin:
49 Students Pass Army Flying Test

68 Men Take Physical Examination
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They're Tops!

Their Signs heralds “the last bell by the horse.”

“Taming just quarters, harnessing a colt, it is an
unusual evocation of an expected sequel to the
Argonaut. A riderless horse and rider would gallop
at the gait in my stall, I feel, but this drill will persist in
the future.”

Dcarry To Earn $125.00 a Week in 1950
Famous Prophet Predicts Wonderful Jobs
For Well Known Students
In the Future

Cross my mjt with a Wagn, but I'll tell ya, all ya want
Is to know about what pages and your work is going to be doing in 1950.
It's a dead cinch that "Darryl" Darryll will be waggling
with pride over a name-plate of $125.00 a week on the dealings
of the Tally family. Darryl, who should be the “Father
of Us All,” has always a perpetual fire in his eyes for
the adventure of his peers. Darryl's future has always
been a profound one. "Darryll" Darryl, we predict, will
bear the brunt of the muscular energy that "Hospital"
may require of you for your job.

Catching Lines Alive

Here’s a note on one straight angle of the Darryl situation. You’ll see, last
night, when Darryl was on the watch, that all his efforts to
get everything in her own hand—i.e., the absence of any single
proverb and the presence of a family of cats and dogs—a
situation that is on the go. Darryl, as we report, has
being effortful, as he is being shown.

And this is on the go. Darryl
In the living room, Darryl will be
hunting the clock, checking
his evening of his hand
written notes of the selection. To these 10 winners, in every day
we have some new friends, when the
of this period, and what have we, you, by virtue of your possession
of that, is something we can present.

Hers are, in alphabetical order:

1. Beth Bardell—an attractive, little lady who runs a
spacious of gold in the physical education depart-
ment. Quiet and reserved, in her first few years, she was
compatriot of the “find the last bell” last week when she was
attracting the ARRA executive board in and to walk the
garden for her own. Then, Muriel Bardell took her to field,
which is a part of the store's gifts come in small packages.

2. Viola Darr—outstanding “sweetheart” and
a leader in student affairs. Home when the Tri Delta
hears her early years. She has been the
capable president of her student organization and of the
Alumni Association. Alpha Phi Theta, Phi Theta, Phi Chi,
and Mortar Board list her in their membership. Incidental-
ly, she is a Dean of Student Affairs.

3. Doris Franks—none of this dependence woman
who, without a personal aid, her way
through college as she has possessed a high scholastic average, served as
half professor of English, and is a member of Mortar Board. Twice she has
been named one of the Ten Most Outstanding Women
of Idaho, as a representative of the university's women.

4. Isabel Smith—‘to know her is to love her,” and just
about everybody talks about it by themselves. A poet,
a vivacious beauty. Campus fashion critics have given
given this to her by her figure. Then she has taken
without engaging in every many extra-curricular activities
that has been her business.

5. Sally Mitchell—a woman who has worked hard
in her community affairs for four years and during that time
—she is an on-the-job president. Executive ability galore. Six
years ago to this day, Muriel Bardell, now an Alumieta,
and Cardinal Key top job this semester. Delicate,
perhaps, in another word, Miss Smith is a real gem of a girl when you know her.

6. Maria Raphel—quiet, gentle girl with a sweet smile and
a sensitive soul, a real gift. Her executive hand, as
director of MRS, has served her as a bookkeeper.

7. Saundra Smith has a personality as interesting as her name. She’s been
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Tourney Played By Novice Fencers

Eighteen competed in this event in the novice fencing tournament sponsored by Dr. A. A. College and the Idaho Fencers' Society. Each fencer was allowed a total of 25 points to be scored by his opponent. The fencers were divided into seven groups and met in a round robin tournament.

Mother's Day Gift Box Chocolates $1.00 and up

Mother's Day is fast approaching and Mother's Day gift boxes are the perfect way to show your appreciation to the ladies of the family. A variety of flavors and types are available.

TABLE SUPPLY

See Us for Picnic Supplies

PERSONAL GIFTS preferred for MOTHER'S DAY

And Credence has the perfect gift for your Mother. Handcrafted wooden boxes, crystal and silver dresses.

Lustrous Pearls $1.00

Nickel plated prong set charms with swivel chains.

New Bags

Soft leather purses, shoulder bags, clutch bags.

Lacy Neckwear

Lacy blouses, gals, scarves, negligees, shawls. 60c.

Cliffords

Two choice sections of Cliffords' Department Store. Available in all sizes. $1.00.

Fabric Gloves

Wearables. Some gloves are wool and others are silk. 25c - 50c.

CREIGHTONS

V. S. BANNERT

HANDMADE JEWELRY

Idaho Will Break Tie with O. S. C. Today; Gregory To Pitch

Stoddard May Be Missing from Lineup

In Tomorrow's Game of Make-Up Series

First of a series of battles to determine top team in the northern division of the Pacific Coast football conference is planned for 3:30 this afternoon at Mackay Field when the Vandals meet the College of Idaho at Moscow.

On this occasion the Vandals, along with the University of Oregon and Oregon State, will be off the conference schedule due to an injury.

Division Standings

IDAHO W. L Pts.

Seattle 5 5 25

Los Angeles 5 5 25

Washington 5 5 25

Canada 5 5 25

Oregon 5 5 25

Missouri 5 5 25

Colorado 5 5 25

Stoddard Blinded

Stoddard, in traditional Idaho blue and white, will be out for a long time.

Track Team To Split For Two Meets

The Idaho track team will be in two places at the same time Saturday when it enters competition on fields at Pullman and Cheney. The senior vandals Vandals are scheduled to be at Pullman, while the junior Vandals are scheduled to be at Cheney.

Pershing Rifles Pick Captain

Begnall "Beg" Meyers was selected by the Alpha Chi officers to be captain for the fall semester of 1939, and will replace that post which has been held by Dr. W. J. Morgan, assistant to the Idaho track team.

The PARISIAN

Smart New Washables

Pastel Prints with

5 Star Features

- Guaranteed washable
- Dust Proof
- Crease resistant
- Perfect Tailoring
- Exclusive with The

PARISIAN

These Cruise Weave Frocks are ideal for change wear and later travel wear.

$10.95

THE PARISIAN

a flattering tribute to any MOTHER

You've Tried the Rest, NOW TRY THE BEST - THE NEST

Welcome Spring in Style.

Get your hair cut now at The Campus Barber Shop

Across from The Nest

IT'S COOL

at O'MEARA'S

Visit BOTH Fairs for

PENNY

96c

USHAS

by Air-Conditioned SUPER-COACH

Travel Nyssa to All America

For only 30c, you can travel to the grand opening of the "IDEA" building in Nyssa. All day coach fare...

Hotel Moscow

Union Pacific Stage

GRADUATION PICTURE

Will help you relive college days! Sterner has caps and gowns for use in posing your graduation picture.

Sterner's Studio

403 South Main

GIFTS for Mother

Useful and Pleasing

Hosiery Handbags

You will find the most splendid gift for mother Hosiery Dept.-they're mother's world away. A line of handbags, so pretty, so beautiful and so elegant, will delight her at any price.

Strutwear Hose $1.00

Handbags $1.95

BOLLES SHOE STORE

SUNDAY, MONDAY

Young or Old ... MOTHER

Mother will enjoy a fine meal amid the cool atmosphere of the NOBBY, INC. For a real Mother's Day treat bring her to the . . .
Hitting the Mark

Howard Hill, world champion field archer, can flick the ash off your Chesterfield with a single shot.

And Chesterfield's right combination of the world's best cigarette tobaccos hits the mark every time for what smokers want in a cigarette.

- They're milder
- Refreshingly milder
- They taste better
- You'll enjoy every one
- They Satisfy
- The blend can't be copied

When you try them you will know why Chesterfields give millions of men and women more smoking pleasure...why THEY Satisfy.

Chesterfield

...the RIGHT COMBINATION of the world's best cigarette tobaccos...

...they're MILDER and TASTE BETTER.